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About This Game

Story

Springtime.

The season of the cherry blossoms, and a time of new beginnings, new encounters, and new people.

For Aoba Kyousuke, this new season marks the start of his second year in high school, and after taking a moment to reflect and
looking at the friends around him...

All he can find is a dumbass too horny for his own good, and a weirdo who can't get over his strange fetish for lizard-humanoid
creatures.

Sure enough, he enjoys hanging out with them, and he wouldn't ever think of giving it up,
but something feels missing. A precious, valuable part of everyone's adolescence, and something he might just miss out on at

this rate...
What is that something? Why, love. So upon realizing this, he shouts out to the world--

"I WANT A GIRLFRIEND!"

He'll need to give it his all, of course, because he knows that love does not come to those who just wait.
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Key Features

●Pure Love Story

●Beautiful Artstyle
●Dating Sim Elements: Conquer the heroines in interactive dialogues

●Changeable hairstyles or clothes for heroines
●Four adorable and cute heroine routes

●Funny side characters and hilarious dialogue
●30-50 hours of content
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Title: Fureraba ~Friend to Lover~
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Simulation
Developer:
Smee
Publisher:
NekoNyan Ltd.
Release Date: 4 May, 2018
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English,Japanese
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Spent hours to get the game to start up. Played through both storylines. Fixed game won't count track play time on steam so
that's why hour count is low but just putting that out there so you know this is a review from someone who's beaten the game let
alone gotten it to start.

First: Running on Windows 10 is possible, but is the only "new nightmare" you'll be experiencing. Would recommend playing
on an older OS if possible as it will save you a lot of headache. Window's 10 is possible but you'll need to apply a half dozen
workarounds and hope they work. I can't remember the combination of fixes I used but if you're determined to find them it is
doable.

Story: Doesn't relate to previous games whatsoever. The story was alright but about 1\/3 of the way through one characters story
I just wanted it to be over. If you buy this game play Carnby's storyline first because a majority of your time is spent wandering
around the mansion to the point where you're sick of it. There is a spot where you can farm charms of saving during the
storyline (detailed on pcgamingwiki page) that you'll want to take advantage of. The mansion hallways are so tight and health is
so limited that you'll want to save through every door and there's simply not enough charms of saving that early on to
accomadate without exploiting the glitch. Aline's story feels much shorter which is why I said too play her second because you'll
just want to be done with this game. Aline is much more enjoyable and the story moves faster as well. There's not a charm of
saving glitch on hers but you can be much more frugal with them through her plot as it's easier. If you are just going to play one
character still just play Carnby though because Aline's doesn't make as much sense without the knowledge of what's happening
on Carnby's side.

Gameplay: I found the game to be impossible to play without using a walkthrough guide. Controls are clunky on keyboard and
mouse so it may be better to play with controller. It is doable though if you don't have access to one.

Final thought: Won't stop you from playing, as it's not a waste of money if you're prepared to spend a lot of time on dumb
things, but definetely buy with that in full consideration. Story was weak and there are a few references to it in the 2008 game
so I played for completeness. Proud to say this is my least favorite game I've ever played but it changed my perspective on how
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 a game can really be and nothing really looks that bad anymore, so I guess I can thank
it for that.

.5\/10

p.s. The Game Boy Color version of the game is much better and can be beaten without a guide. Storyline is mostly different
and you only play Carnby but you still hit a lot of the same locations. It's not a full replacement by any means but it's cheap and
easy if you want to skip this game but still want to know what happened.. It was hard to judge whether I should give the second
installment a thumbs up or down. It has all the things that made the first installment great - however it ends on a cliffhanger.

This all by itself would not be that bad but I went through the in-game store to buy the third and last chapter. This is where my
nightmare started.

Although I don't own it on steam, I do own herofall on the website. When I bought it, herofall wasn't on steam yet, so I didn't
think it would be a big deal if I purchased ahead of time - many other games support you if you go through their website, in fact
most games I know actually prefer that you do it that way since they get more from you directly and don't have to pay anything
to steam. However because the game is not on steam I cannot continue my character from the first and second game - this
defeats all the effort I put into my character from both games. I contacted them figuring it would be an easy enough fix to move
a save file or something, but after weeks of back and forth emails it breaks down to me needing to start all over if I want to play
herofall.

I chose all my decisions carefully from the first and second game and to hell if I can remember all of them, nor do I want to sit
through both games clicking forever to get to the same spot again. The only other option I have is to buy the game again through
steam but I am really against buying a game I already own. It's not like a PS game that I own that I want on the PC, it's a
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computer game I own that I want on my computer... and I can't have it.

Now that Herofall is on steam I DO recommend buying the entire pack or just the first game if your hesitant. Definitely avoid
the in-game option of buying it though.. This is an awesome game - a return to excellence for the Parables series!
Highly recommended. Can't believe it took me so long to get to it.
[NOTE: Just finished the bonus content, and wow, this is such an amazing story. I can't emphasise enough how wonderful the art
and feeling is throughout.]

Pros:
Gorgeous art
Interesting characters (even when you think you've guessed at motivations, you may be surprised!)
Strong continuity (within series)
Excellent use of fairy tales
Length - *lots* of play time! [though my recorded play time is always too long, since tend to let my games sit idle]

Cons:
HO scenes are all image-only (no word lists)
HO scenes are about constructing pretty artifacts (no distinct items like "a shoe", although some of the pieces you have to find
are quite distinct, and shape matters a lot; as you would expect, some pieces are easier to find, others blend more closely)
Puzzles\/games are reasonably varied, but do get repeated (same puzzle, new look; in some cases the difficulty increases a little)
The Dark Parables series is more about "find the item to fit the place" rather than problem solving (but it's so well done!! you
get pretty excited about finding that missing piece)

Final thoughts: The DP games focus on interactive art and story content. I enjoy them because they are (mostly) very well
crafted, and I'm a fan of looking at the dark side of fairy tales. I still remember being blown away by the detail and the
mysteries when I first played. Despite my preference for "word list" puzzles, the HO scenes are fine - better in this game than in
some of the recent titles. At the same time, this is a very long series, and at some point the concept loses its freshness. ...Still
looking forward to the next one, though!. This both is and is not a VR game. If you play this game with your VR not connected
it loads to the start menu and you are stuck, you cannot click on anything. CTRL ALT DELETE and the VR has attempted to
run. If you play this with your VR connected, it tells you that it will run poorly, you should disconnect it your VR and play
without it, then the game crashes. Now for the record I've spend a lot on my computer, it is a high end computer and every other
vive game I have, I can play on highest graphics. Also steam does not recognize this as a VR game. It does not appear under the
VR tab with all the other VR games I have. Lastly they changed the games name from Nancys summer island or something to
VR girlfriend. Now I look like a pathetic loser to anyone who looks at my game list. I was buying VR games for a while when
on sale before I got my vive so when I did get a vive I had ample to play. This is the only game I regret buying and have had it
for too long so I can't get a refund. Bugger. Don't make the same mistake I did. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME!. tl;dr: Buy it if
you like old school CRPG Dungeon Crawling games that don't suck.

Okay... I've found my new addiction. This game reminds me of Kings Field. Doesn't play much like it but it's damn close. As of
this review I only played the game for a little over 2 hours and I can say that I will pump in more hours. Worth $10? If you like
dungeon crawling and old school CRPG awesomeness then in the short answer, yes.

This game is also like another game which you all may know which is called Legend of Grimrock, however in that game stuck
to the traditional square by square movement of other older CRPG's of the days. This one however plays more like Kings Field,
the Heroes of Might & Magic games, Wizardry 8, and Thunderscape. Just to name a few off the top of my head. Except in this
game, you play alone with no existing party. Much like any Elder Scrolls game (Arena, Daggerfall, Morrowind, Oblivion,
Skyrim).

The reason why I emphasize so hard on Kings Field is because that was the CRPG like game I played back on the PSOne.
Except in this game its not as open world as I'd like it to be. You have to choose a quest in order to explore the Dungeon. You
cannot just freely go into a Dungeon with no objectives and just farm items.

Go ahead and get the game, check it out. I recommend playing on Casual difficulty until you can get used of the play style.
There is a learning curve to the game. The replay value is also high as you may too want to try other classes out as see how you
do.. Definitely worth it for the price of Free. The sculptures look great, and if you like this sort of stuff you can almost imagine
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it's real history you're looking at.. With each volume the Friendsims dig deeper into alternia's lore, the narrative becomes more
itneresting, more of its darkness is touched, and more and more questions are asked about the individual whom we are
experiencing this series through. And the question of whether or not this is as loosely canonical to the main game becomes ever
harder to answer. Along with how the bleeding hell has the cullbait sunova \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 survived this
world XD. Great puzzle game that makes use of VR for its space, dimensions, and controllers (unlike some puzzlers that would
work 2d on screen and have just dropped you down there for VR's sake). The music and overall ambience is relaxed, making
this a nice end-of-a-long-day kind of game. The controls and feel of the puzzles is great, though I'm not a huge fan of the trigger
for teleport. I'm not sure if I'd pay the full $27 dollars for this, but it was certainly worth it at its summer sale price of $8.. A
challenging 3D platformer with his own identity. Not a big fan of platformers, but this one has something that gets me, maybe is
the difficulty, or the skills, or\/and the combat.

If you like challenging 3D platformers, give it a try, for this low price, has lots of content and its quite fun.

Ahh.... A shiny new armor! ... Dead!. It's a very interesting puzzle game, more than a horror game. It gave me a very fulfiling 2
hours of gameplay, filled with cool puzzle and a creepy tone.

I'd recommend it to anyone who enjoyes a quick sit at a scary puzzle game.
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Ok, so you can't really play up to 6, only 2v2 + 2 AI, and you have to re-setup after every match, and it's hard to tell who is
playing who when you begin a match, and there is only one type of robot, and there are no settings to change things up, and the
developer seems to have fallen off the face of the earth after this game was released in 2016, but I paid $0.82 for this game
during the 2018 xmas sale, played it with family and had a blast. So I'm giving this a solid YES.. What an experience.
Incompetence simulator 2016. Unless I'm just really crap at table tennis.. The developers made a quick cashgrap by making a
'sequel' software that is literally the same thing instead of keep updating this one.

THIS SOFTWARE IS ABANDONED.. 0/10 Most boring thing to watch! The people to not do anything, the game is not
aesthetically pleasing, no walkthrough (it says help when you hover over stuff). The game just sucks. I usually try to find the
bright side on what the developers did well but I cannot think of anything. I have played better civ sim games for free on flash
game websites. One of the few games I actually enjoyed uninstalling.. its too boring.. One of the best games back in the day,on
my amiga 1200, the new version is good, its an easier less stressful version of the original , but still enjoyable PLUS if a little
updated nostalga isnt up to it then the original 1993 game is included, both are excellent games and well worth it imo.. Used
Black Ink to do a sketch the first time and attempted to save the file, and it ate it with no backup or autosave recourse.
Heartbreaking, really, because the product itself feels good.. This game is set up as point and click but the puzzles are dumb and
when you solve them you don't feel like you accomplished anything you are just given more dumb puzzles to do. The concept of
a psychic cop solving crimes and going back to Jack the Ripper's day in ye' old London, solving those crimes, and then using
them to help her solve the case she's working on in the present is very uniqie and entertaining. I give gold stars for originality
plot wse but ultimately it's just not well done and comes across as slow and dull. If you like point and click\/puzzle solving
games or appreciate unique plot buy it on sale. Early access but already a good start of a game. Buy it if you have the patience to
see the game evolve to a bigger product
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